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The walking dead quest quizzes

We Love Quizzes May 4, 2019 The Walking Dead, one of the most famous post-apocalyptic TV shows of all time. The show centers on surviving zombie apocalypse. Take these 35 Walking Dead Quiz questions and answers to see how much you know about this acclaimed show. Walking Dead Quiz Questions and Answers 1 Show was based on ... Comic
series B movie C video game Click for the right answerShow was based on the comic series of the same name. 2 ___ was a comic book author who wrote the comic book series The Walking Dead. Andrew Lincoln B Frank Darabont C Robert Kirkman Click for the right answerRobert Kirkman wrote the comic. 3 ___ was a producer who developed The
Walking Dead TV series. Andrew Lincoln B Frank Darabont C Robert Kirkman Click for correct answerFrank Darabont adapted The Walking Dead for TV. 4 Which TV studio company produces The Walking Dead? AMC Studios B ABC Studios C Fox Studios Click to see the correct answerAMC Studios produces the show. 5 Filming takes place mostly in what
US state? Georgia B California C Washington Click for correct answerFilming show takes place mostly in Georgia. 6 ____ is the character of The Walking Dead, who became the main character of Fear the Walking Dead. Michonne B Dwight C Morgan Jones Click to see the correct answerMorgan Jones, the Walking Dead character, became Fear the
Walking Dead, a former show spinoff, the main character. 7 The show starts in which city? Los Angeles B Florence C London Click for The Right AnswerShow starts in Los Angeles, USA, but eventually moves to other locations. 8 Which one is not the name of a web series based on The Walking Dead? Torn Apart B Dead on arrival C Red Machete Click to
display the correct answerDead on arrival is not the name of a web series based on The Walking Dead. 9 Toys based on the exhibition are produced by which toys company? McFarlane Toys B Mattel C Bandai Namco Holdings Click to see the correct answerMcFarlane Toys produces toys based on The Walking Dead. 10 What character did Laurie Holden
play? Lori B Maggie C Andrea Click for the right answerLaurie Holden played by Andrea. 11 Most of the second season takes place on... Farm B Los Angeles C small town Click for the right answerMyound second season takes place on the farm Hershel Greene. 12 How does Hershel Greene die? The governor's going to squeeze his sword down his throat.
B He's killed by a deadly virus. C He's eaten by zombies. Click for the correct answerGuber swings the sword down hershel's throat, partially chopping off his head. 13 Many of the original cast of the series played as characters from... And The Mist B Cujo C The Shining Click to see the correct answersTime of the season, which one of the cast originally
starred in the film, Fog. 14 Sophia Peletier, in the show, is ... Carl's B Carol's daughter C Maggie's daughter Click for the right answerSophia is Carol's daughter in the show. 15 In comics, Sophia Peletier's... Carl's ex-girlfriend B Rick's biological daughter C Maggie biological daughter Click for the right answerSophia was Carl's girlfriend before she broke up
with him. 16 How does Abraham die? And He is thrown off a cliff. B He's eaten by zombies. C He's brutally murdered by Negan. Click to see the correct answerAbraham is brutally murdered by Negan. 17 Before the zombie invasion, Glenn was... Postman B, Soldier C pizza delivery guy. Click to see the correct answerPrior to the zombie invasion, Glenn was
a pizza delivery boy. 18 Why does Rick become in a coma in the pilot episode? And He's been shot. B He's beaten on the head. C He suffers from a brain aneurysm. Click to see the correct answerRick, the sheriff's deputy, is shot, causing him to become in a coma. Moments later, he wakes up just to find himself in the middle of a zombie invasion. 19
According to Morgan, what mainly attracts the attention of zombies'? Light B Heat C Sound Click on the correct answerSound, according to Morgan, is what mainly attracts zombies' attention. 20 In season one, Rick climbs into a tank in Atlanta when he is attacked by a horde of zombies. Whose voice can be heard through the telecommunications of the
tank? Shane's B Glenn's C Lori click to display the correct answer While Rick is trapped in the tank, he suddenly hears Glenn's voice through telecommunications. 21 In what leg was Hershel bitten while exploring prison? Left B Right C How to Click to see the correct answerHershel was to bite into the right leg. 22 What did Glenn do to keep Hershel from
attacking others if he became a zombie? And he tied Hershel by the legs. B locked Hershel in a prison cell. C He teached Hershel to the bed. Click to see the correct answersGlenn cuffs Hershel to bed just in case Hershel turn to zombies. 23 Judith Grimes is lori grimes' biological daughter and... Rick Grimes B Shane Walsh C Glenn Rhee Click for the right
answerJudith's biological daughter Lori and Shane. Despite not being his biological daughter, Rick raised Judith as his own. 24 How does Lori die? She fell off the building. B She was eaten by zombies. C She died in childbirth. Click to see the correct answerLori died giving birth to Judith in an abandoned prison. 25 Why was Carol forced to kill Lizzie? Lizzie
killed her little sister, Mike. B Lizze became a zombie. C Lizzie suffered a near-fatal injury. Click to see the correct answers Lizzie Samuels killed her little sister Mika because Lizzie believed that zombies just wanted to be friends with her. That's why Carol was forced to kill Lizzie. 26 How does Andrea die? And she's going to kill herself. B Turns into a zombie.
C She's stabbed by the governor. See the correct answerAndrea to get bitten on a zombie, but she kills herself before she could turn. 27 What was the name of the governor's city? Woodbury B Alexandria C Hilltop Click for correct answerTermiverc City has been named Woodbury. 28 What was the governor's name? Danny B Glenn C Phillip Click to see the
correct answer Governor's name was Phillip. 29 How does Merle, Daryl's brother, lose his arm? And the hand is bitten off B It is cut off Michonne C Cuts off it Click for the right answerOn the cuff of the metal tube, Merle cuts off his hand. 30 Who will attach Merla to a metal pipe? Rick B Daryl C Glenn Click to see the correct answerIn anger, Rick cuffs Merle
on a metal pipe on the roof of the building. 31 What is Daryl's signature weapon? Kucha B Machete C Assault Rifle Click to display the correct answerDaryl's signature weapon is a cutuche. 32 What's Michonne's signature weapon? Katana B Pistol C Glaive Click to see the correct answerMichonne signature gun is katana. 33 What is Negan's signature
weapon? Bat B Nunchucks C Spear Click to see the correct answerNegan's signature weapon is a wooden bat wrapped with barbed wire. 34 What's the name of Negan's signature weapon? Katherine B Lucy C Lucille Click to see the correct answerNegan calls his weapon of choice Lucille. The 35 Zombies in the show are primarily known as... Zombie B
Walkers C Undead Click to see the correct answersZombies in the show are primarily known as walkers. Enjoy this quiz? You want to try another one? Well, click here to try out another amazing quiz from us. Personality Tests - The Walking Dead The Walking Dead has been running for so many years and it seems the universe is just growing. In addition to
the main show we also got Fear The Walking Dead, as well as the third show now that will have only two seasons, more limited shows in makings as well as movies. This is the best time to be a zombie fan. To celebrate this epic show we have prepared another quiz with 20 questions which is quite hard. Will You Be Able to Ace This Pretty Hard Walking
Dead Knowledge Quiz? Test your TWD knowledge and see if you really know the show as much as you think! If you like this quiz, please consider sharing it with your friends so we can get more constatn viewers on our site and continue to provide daily new quizzes. Also comment on how well you are so others can compare your score to your see who
knows the Walking Dead best. Good luck and have fun! And if you want more fun, check out our other TWD Quizzes: The Walking Dead Knowledge QuizHow well you know, The Walking Dead – Quiz on the Walking Dead: The Walking Dead is an American post-apocalyptic horror TV series for AMC based on the comic book series by Robert Kirkman, Tony
Moore, and Charlie Adlard. The series is equipped with a large Cast as survivors of the zombie apocalypse, trying to stay alive under the almost constant threat of attacks from the brainless zombies, colloquially known as walkers. However, with the fall of humanity, these survivors also face conflict from other living survivors who have formed groups and
communities with their own sets of laws and morals, often leading to hostile conflict between human communities. Andrew Lincoln played the show's main character, Rick Grimes, until his departure during season nine. Other longtime actors include Norman Reedus, Steven Yeun, Chandler Riggs, Melissa McBride, Lauren Cohan and Danai Gurira. The
series is broadcast exclusively on AMC in the United States and internationally through Fox Networks Group. The series premiered October 31, 2010. The tenth season premiered on October 6, 2019 and was renewed for the eleventh season. AMC has stated its intention to continue the further development of the series and related media. The spinoff series
Fear the Walking Dead first aired on August 23, 2015, and is renewed for a sixth season, while a second yet-named spinoff is currently in development. AMC has announced plans for three films to follow Rick's story following Lincoln's departure. About The Fun section: We're all about gaming, but we also want to bring fun to people who may not be really big
into the game. That's why we created the Entertainment category. In this category you will find almost everything except playing games. So movies, animals, life and everything that surrounds us. Tons of quizzes and we're pretty sure everyone will find something for themselves. We are constantly working on new quizzes and trying to add them to the site as
often as possible, so if you come across a bell in the lower right corner, you can always be up to date with the latest quizzes thanks to push notifications. We won't spam you, so if you're a quiz freak like us, consider signing up. It's also a great signal to us that you like what we do! Without further a-do, check out this quiz out, try to get the maximum answers
and try other quizzes. If you have fun, please share them with other people! Thanks and have a great time! Time!
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